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LogoTaptm

Operating Instructions
The LogoTap units can be programmed to pour 2 sizes in Continental mode.  The units come factory preset and 
calibrated with water to dispense 1 oz. on the first portion and .5 oz. on the second protion.  To activate the first 
portion, hold the dispense lever until the blue light on the dispensing head illuminates a solid blue color, then 
immediately depress the lever to dispense the pour.  To activate the second portion, hold the dispense lever until 
the blue light on the dispensing head blinks blue, then immediately depress the lever to dispense the pour. To 
recalibrate the unit, remove the Logo Plaque by turning the plaque counter clockwise to unlock and remove.  To 
program size 1, use the pins 1 to 6 on the dip switch.  To program size 2, use the pins 7 to 12 on the dip switch.  
Use the pouring chart on the back to change the pouring sizes.  If all the pins are OFF on the dip switch, nothing 
can be poured.  The UK pin in the upper right hand corner of the circuit card must stay in the OFF position when 
pouring in Continental mode, otherwise, the pour times will not match the settings.  In this example, there are 2 
sizes.  Size 1 = 1.16 Oz., and size 2 = .84 Oz.  Pin #4 is ON in Size 1, so it will pour 1.16 ounces.  Pin #7,8,9,10 is 
ON in Size 2, so it will pour .84 Ounces.  If the liquid pour is too much or too less, then set the time up or down 
as needed.  Use a measuring glass to calibrate.
Note: Thicker liquids may require more time to dispense 
proper amount.

Avoid splash when you pour.
• Press the spout firmly into the bottle. 
• Check the spout for proper fit into bottle before inverting bottle into dispensing head.  Note: A spout that is 

not properly fitted into bottle can result in damage to dispensing head from spillage.
Cleaning the spouts

• Problems during pouring (incorrect measures, the spout is dripping or not working at all) indicates that the 
spout has to be cleaned. Place the spouts in a bucket and cover them with hot water from the faucet, NOT 
boiling water. Let them sit for 30 minutes. Take a straw and stick it up in the pouring hole in the spout and 
run hot water trhough the spout. ( The rubber part inside can be moved up and down 2 mm. ) DO NOT 
USE A SHARP ITEM !!! Take the spouts out and wipe them off.

• Spouts with liquids containing sugar and cream may need to be cleaned 
more frequently.

• Use the LogoPlug on the end of the Tap Top when not in use.

Maintenance

Trouble Shooting
LogoTap will not pour.	 	 If all the pins on the dip switch are OFF, unit will not pour.                                        
	                                        Make sure the correct pins on the dip switch are made active.

No light in LogoTap.	 	 Make sure that the power supply is ON and properly connected.
	                                        Make sure the Pouring head and Tap Top is properly mounted.

Congratulations on purchasing the State-of-The-Art Liquid 
Dispensing System.  The following information is a guide to help 
maintain and properly use your system.  Please read carefully and 
thank you for your business!

Switch Position
 Up=On / Down=Off
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Pouring Chart

Warranty: The system has a one year warranty against manufacturers defects from the date of purchase.  
Warranty does not cover any problems that may arise as a result of improper maintenance, system misuse 
or abuse, spillage of liquids directly onto dispensing head or system modification.  Proof of purchase is 
necessary on all warranty claims.
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